TRAGICALLY, the children of incarcerated parents are often at high risk of one day becoming imprisoned themselves. In fact, 70% of these children are likely to enter the correctional system unless they get the positive intervention they need. More than two-thirds of the juveniles in the criminal-justice system are children of prisoners.

“Amachi” is a Western African word that means “Who knows but what God has brought us through this child.” This striking phrase captures our belief that every child, no matter how difficult his or her circumstances may be, deserves a chance to thrive.

Amachi Missouri 2019
By the Numbers

MORE THAN 40,000 CHILDREN will go to bed tonight with a parent in a Missouri prison

99% of Amachi Littles DID NOT enter the juvenile justice system

reduces illicit drug initiation BY 63% (Public Private Ventures Random Control Trail and Blueprints)

AMACHI 3.0 PROVIDES
youth mentorship & educational support
and assists formerly incarcerated parents re-enter their families and communities

90% of Amachi Littles are ATTENDING SCHOOL 90% OF THE TIME (up 3% over 2018)
(Missouri state standard is 90% attending 90% of the time)

65% of young people experienced social acceptance (increased 2% since 2018)
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